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listens
				
points out
				
makes strong

Social medical center Oberwallis

The school social work is a center of of consulting of the social medical center Oberwallis
and works locally at the schools. Our offer is voluntarily and for free.

Our offer:
…for students:
You have an idea in mind you are wishing to turn into reality?
You are looking for support or simply an advice? Are you in a dispute at school or at home?
Are you having difficulties with something? Are you worried about someone?
– Toghether we`re going to search for the reasons and work on solutions that suit your needs.

Our goals:

Our principles:

- We strengthen personal and social competence
of the students.

- We offer fast, uncomplicated, solutions- oriented
support.

- We advice and support students, teachers
and parents.

- We put the best interests of the child at the centre
of our acting.

- We contribute significantly to a positive
school athmosphere.

- We`re working in a close partnership with the
person the child relies on.

…for school
- We offer teachers thematic exchanges in terms of pupil self- and social skills.

- We mediate and stay impartial.

- We advise and support the school management and teachers at the school building culture
concerns and the class dynamics .

- The information shared during a consueling meeting
is kept strictly confidential.

…for the parents:
- We are contact persons for parents with uncertainties in dealing with their school-aged children.
- We support parent-school contact. On request we will attend parent-teacher discussions or mediate
in conflicts with the school.
- If desired, we can put you in contact with other competence centres.

- In cooperation with teachers, we work on social issues with classes.
- We are committed to the prevention work.
Further information and details: www.schulsozialarbeit-nbv.ch

